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Phonics and Reading

 Beginning in the 10th Rank with the capital ABCs, we steadily teach our 
students the basics of reading English with instruction in individual letter and 
letter combination phonic sounds, three-letter words, common English spelling 
rules (e.g. the ‘magic E’ rule) sight words and age- and level-appropriate read-
ers. The introduction to the ‘real’ reading of storybooks is delayed till the 4th 
Rank to give students time to build up the reading skills and vocabulary neces-
sary to get the most benefit from these storybooks. Check the table on page 32 
for an overview of the reading progression.

The Short Vowel Sounds

 Each of the six written vowels in English (including ‘Y’) can represent a 
variety of sounds. For example, the ‘A’ of ‘apple’ is not the ‘A’ of ‘angel’ or of 
‘bar’ or of the indefinite article as used in ‘a pen.’ In writing, the same letter is 
used for these four differently pronounced sounds.

 We’d like PLS teachers, using Phonic Charts, to begin with the five short 
vowel sounds that appear in the middle of regular three-letter words (and fre-
quently have the same pronunciation in longer words). If you consistently teach 
phonics with a careful ear to how you naturally pronounce the vowels in the 
examples below, your students will begin to acquire native-natural understand-
ing of the relationship between written letters and the sounds they represent.

The sound of... As found in...
short A
short E
short I
short O
short U

bat
pet
big
log
hug

map
ten
pin

mop
run

can
bed
lip
not
cut

sad
hen
him
fox

gum

 Both new and veteran teachers will, without training, vary in ability to iso-
late and consistently model target phonic sounds, as well as to vigilantly moni-
tor and correct student errors. Aside from the retroflex American “R” (which 
we do not expect non-North American teachers to artificially mimic or require), 
vowels, not consonants, are the primary problem. Please ask qualified senior 
teachers at your school, or PLS trainers at seminars, to check your renditions 
of the short vowel sounds in particular. (We’ll also gladly confer with you over 
the phone, free of charge.)

 It is not a question of your ‘pronouncing correctly’—not much of a concern 
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with native speakers—but rather of your knowing which vowel sounds to em-
phasize when teaching early phonics. We are familiar with regional variation 
among English speakers but find far more similarities than differences in short 
vowel pronunciation, regardless of nationality. British and American speakers 
pronounce the ‘a’ of ‘plant’ differently, for example, but the ‘a’ of ‘cat’ is nearly 
identical regardless of where one is from. And this ‘a as in cat’ is the short 
vowel pronunciation that we teach first for purposes of phonic-basic reading.

 It may be that you, without remedial effort, will not correctly isolate, enun-
ciate and, finally, require of students the very sounds that you use in your own 
perfectly native-natural speech. If you are not ‘tuned in’ and consistent, this will 
seriously compromise your efforts to teach the phonics essential to reading.

 Beyond consistent teacher accuracy, modeling of vowels is usually en-
hanced by slightly exaggerating their lengths. This makes the sounds more 
audible and tends to correct Japanese student tendency to over-shorten, in 
consonance with their native tongue.

‘Magic E’

 When your students have learned the sounds for letters in the above ex-
amples and can pronounce and read them with consonants in two- and three-
letter combinations, introduce the ‘Magic E’ rule (using the context of their first 
reader): that when E is added to the end of most words, especially three-letter 
words, the middle vowels become long; they ‘say their own names.’

 hat → hate
 can → cane
 mat → mate
 cap → cape

 pet → Pete  kit → kite
 pin → pine
 hid → hide
 win → wine

 hop → hope
 rod → rode
 not → note
 rob → robe

 cut → cute
 hug → huge
 cub → cube
 tub → tube

 ride like time size five fine
 make lake cake tape case sale
 rope coke home cone June tune

(Exceptions: give, live, love, come, done, some, have, etc.)

 Every rule of English spelling/pronunciation has exceptions, but the short 
vowels above and the ‘magic E’ rule are comparatively uniform, which is why, 
after Phonic Chart #1 consonants, PLS teachers begin with the former, and 
subsequently teach the latter, vowel phonic sounds.
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Sounds of Letters

Basic Reading Cards

 These sets of flashcards, which can be downloaded from the PLS website, 
feature high-frequency reading words. Many are ‘sight words’ whose spellings 
do not follow the rules of phonics.

 Flash Set 1 in 5th Rank classes, before students will begin reading Oxford 
Reading Tree, stage 2. Follow these with Set 2 in the 4th Rank. These flash-
cards will help prepare your students to begin reading easy books.

1 Q always takes U as a partner.

 A/a [æ] apple [ei] April [ɔ] ball [ə] about / banana
 B/b [b] boy
 C/c [k] cake [s] city / cereal
 D/d [d] dice
 E/e [e] elephant [i:] evening
 F/f [f] fish
 G/g [g] girl [ʤ] giant / gentleman
 H/h [h] house
 I/i [i] India [ai] ice cream
 J/j [ʤ] jam
 K/k [k] king
 L/l [l] lion
 M/m [m] moon
 N/n [n] newspaper
 O/o [a] [ɔ] octopus [ou] open [ʌ] mother / oven
 P/p [p] pail
 Q/q [kw] queen1

 R/r [r] radio
 S/s [s] sun / caps [z] nose / dogs
 T/t [t] table
 U/u [ʌ] umbrella [ju:] uniform [u] put / push
 V/v [v] vase
 W/w [w] watch
 X/x [ks] box [eks] X-rays
 Y/y [j] yard [ai] my / sky [i] baby / candy
 Z/z [z] zoo


